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Letter from the Publisher
It’s so hard to believe its May, so many exciting things
are happening for us here at the magazine and for our
colleagues as well. I hope that nothing but great
things happen to all of our readers, professionally and
personally. A few announcements we’d like to share,
our talk radio show is on hiatus until the Summer is
over, we are focusing our attention directly on the
magazine and events that we are hosting in a city near
you!
This issue I am so proud and excited to feature one of
our Columnists, David Giannetto. Dave’s column has
been getting great reviews and his message (centered
around his book, Big Social Mobile) is quickly
becoming a must read for Entrepreneurs interested in
taking their marketing to the next level. Thank you
Dave, for all you do for the magazine and for
Entrepreneurs everywhere!
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Don’t Get Catfished
by Bogus Product Reviews

L

et’s be honest, we search out people’s
opinions before we purchase products all the
time. Sometimes that opinion is provided by a
friend, family member, colleague or we choose a
review from a complete stranger. All of these
require a minor leap of faith to trust the opinion
of the source. In fact, we are choosing to value
these opinions as primary sources in our decision
making process. In most cases reviews are helpful
and valuable to the process, but sometimes people
are intentionally misleading.

We want to believe that every review is
altruistically contributed by an individual who
simply wants to help others with the buying
process. And that does describe the majority of
people. But that little voice in our head keeps
asking, “is this review honest?”
Unfortunately, there is a minority population of
reviewers that is motivated to contribute less than
honest reviews. Thankfully your gut is probably
already telling you to ignore them.
To clean up this process, sites like G2 Crowd do
the work for you and manually verify each review
and reviewer. But if you are using a source that
doesn’t do the verification work, here’s a few tips
from G2 Crowd’s experts.
Lacking specifics - When reviewers stress
positive or negative aspects about a product in a
way that puts emphasis on either aspect, their
opinions are usually based on personal
experiences. Not only do vague reviews provide
little value to readers, but they should cast doubts
on the reviewer’s expertise and qualifications.

100 percent negative or positive - Reviews from
real users should have a balance of likes and
dislikes, even if the overall sentiment of the review
skews one way versus the other. Readers should
question the motivations behind an overly positive
or negative review.
Too well-written - User reviews are generally short
and require less time than a review from a
journalist, analyst, or other industry professional.
The use of formal language and/or marketingspeak are indicators that the content might be
inappropriately influenced.
Reviewer’s profile - Identifying information about
the reviewer helps build trust that the person
leaving the review actually uses the product. If it
seems like the reviewer is trying to hide their
identity they are probably trying to conceal their
motivations from readers as well. Completely
anonymous reviews should be disregarded.
Reviews from competitors or employees Someone with a vested financial interest in a
product should never be a trusted source for a
review.
Review and role should align - If a public relations
specialist is reviewing accounting products or an
employee at a five-person company is reviewing
an enterprise-level system, there’s probably
something fishy going on.
Trust and credibility are essential for a review to
provide useable information to the reader. Valid
reviews provide a great deal of value to people
trying to make an informed decision about a
purchase. Unfortunately, that value quickly
evaporates if the review is not valid, and in the
extreme might mislead the decision making
process. It is essential then to validate the
credibility of the review before using the
information.
Companies that transparently
validate reviews alleviate much of the burden,
reduce the risk of using the information and
increase confidence in your final decisions.
Michael Fauscette, G2 Crowd https://www.g2crowd.com
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One A+ and Three Cs Makes for a Good Google+ Report Card!
passionate community of users, but the second
goal was larger for us. We’re at a point where
things like photos and communication are very
important, we’re reorganizing around that.”
Three Cs – Communities, Collections and Create:
This may help to explain how Google+ shifted
focus from something we would consider a
traditional social network to Communities and
Collections.

T

here are more people showing up and more
engagement happening on the Google+
platform than you may just imagine. If you are
ignoring this you may be missing out on one of
the most important methods for building SEO and
connecting with new customers. Best of all you
can’t beat Google+ as a FREE marketing tool for
your business.

Many users who were skeptical of the Google+
platform are taking a second look and liking what
they see. One thing is for sure, many of the users,
including myself, are devoted and passionate
about what Google+ has to offer. In fact, Global
Web Index conducted a 2015 survey that indicated
the number of people using Google+ was higher
than what might be expected. 23% of those
worldwide Internet users (excluding China) who
were surveyed had used Google+ in the past
month. While we don’t know the exact number
of users we can safely assume it is in the millions.
That is lots of potential eyeballs that just might
see what you have to share.
So what may have contributed to these changes?
Bradley Horowitz who works on Google Products
shared “For us, Google+ was always two things,
a stream and a social layer. The stream has a
4
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Google+ Communities provides a place to connect
with other people who are interested, passionate
and curious about the same things that interest
you. To discover Communities that may of interest
to you all you need to do is click on the
Communities icon on the life of your Google+
page. From there you can create your own
communities or join those of interest to you. If you
are just starting out with Google+ or returning to
Google+ it is a great idea to join a community.
There are already people there so it will make it
easier to begin engaging and building a following.
And if you see something you like, a comment,
image or shared post hit the +1 button so people
will notice you and your approval.
Google+ Collections allows you to group your
posts by topic. You can create collections around
a particular topic or interest. And your collections
can be shared publicly, privately or with a select
set of people. Create whatever collection interests
you and your G+ profile will add a new tab where
people can find and follow selected collections.
Collections provide a great way to follow and
share the stuff you love.
The latest addition to the Google+ platform is
Google Create!

This unique update is a new community program
that provides top content creators on Google+
recognition and audience. You have to apply to
become part of the Google+ Creator program, but
if you have lots of talent to share this may be the
ideal space for you! Google suggests yor browse
the
featured
Collections
page
(https://plus.google.com/collections/featured) to
explore the breadth and depth of incredible
content already on Google+. This program will
provide inspiring creators resources and benefits
to be even more successful on Google+. With this
new focus Google took a step back from a number
of their core features. Rather than looking at
Google+ as a social network consider it as a
platform for marketing, research, connecting and
exploring. By using Google+ it is possible to
enhance and influence search results for your
brand and fans.
A+ for bringing back the Google+ About section:
One new feature “About” (that was actually part
of the original Google+ platform) is back and this
is great news, especially if you are interested in
marketing and SEO. The About button you will
find on your profile page directly next to the Edit
Box. This is a SEO dream because you can put
hyper links to every web page where people can
find you. This includes your blog, articles, online
news, Twitter account, Facebook pages, Pinterest,
Website. Anyplace tied to you through a URL can
be included in your about page. And don’t forget,
Google is the center of world search.
Cynthia de Lorenzi is an
International Motivational
and TEDx Women Speaker,
Google+ and Social Media
Consultant,
Futurist,
Artist, Photographer, CEO
and
Chief
Instigator
Success in the City TV.
www.successinthecity.org
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David Giannetto

Big Social Mobile
trictly Marketing Magazine has been so fortunate to have many great contributing writers for the
Smagazine.
In this issue, we are highlighting one of our contributing columnists, David Giannetto. This
issue, we are featuring Dave’s column, Future-Marketing, becoming Big Social Mobile How-to use Data-Driven
Marketing to Creates More Customers and More Profit.
In the last edition of this column we explored the tangible change in marketing that social and mobile have
brought about—how marketers can no longer focus on broadcasting their message, but rather must identify
their one perfect customer, and then go get more like just him or her. I called this the keystone of big social
mobile marketing. When I’m working with companies to implement this, they usually have the hardest
time accepting that one customer (recall that it is actually one perfect customer per key segment) could be
this important to their entire business. But once they understand it, they quickly move right to: how?
Let’s answer that question.
Layered Analytics
As with all things that must scale, the answer is a repeatable process. In this case it is a process that takes
your one perfect customer (which we identified using the techniques in the previous column) and identifies
prospects similar to this perfect customer. But you won’t find enough of them. Your process needs to turn
consumers who are increasingly dissimilar into new perfect
customers. In truly big social mobile organizations this means any
consumer they interact with via any medium, digital or physical—if
a big social mobile enterprise touches a consumer just once, they can
instantly understand how “perfect” that consumer already is and
the best way to manipulate them into becoming truly perfect.
Sound sophisticated? It is. But the sophistication arises from the
need to layer what are typically thought of as discrete, individual
analytical processes into one cohesive process, not the analytical
processes themselves. Each alone is quite simple and can be done
using excel (if the data set is reasonable, or made reasonable). Most
business intelligence platforms can easy perform this on even the
largest data sets, although to date no business intelligence provider
has grasped that out-of-the-box marketing analytics is what the
market is really looking for (consumer-oriented analytics has always
been a blind spot for BI providers).
Marketers want to push a button and get a list of consumers to whom
they can send personalized emails—job done. Marketing technology
providers want you to believe this too. It isn’t true.
6
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You will push one button after another, taking the
answer from each to feed the next. To see video
real-life examples of this process in action go to
www.BigSocialMobile.com/StrictlyMarketing.
These are the steps:
Datafy your Perfect Customer: Big data is big for
two reason. First, because it is generated during
every interaction and its expansion is dynamic.
Second, it consists of different types of data that tell
us all about a person. 5 types to be exact: explicit,
implicit, derived, social and behavioral. We could
dedicate a whole column to just these five and how
to use them, but for now a quick thumbnail sketch.
Explicit (what someone tells you: i.e. their name on
a web form); implicit (what you can infer: what
product they are interested in); derived (what you
can calculate from the given data: such as their age
from their DOB or their propensity to buy by crossing implicit with behavioral data); social (what
social platforms tell you: who is in their social
circle); and behavioral (what they actually do: what
sites/pages they visit, how long they stay, where
they click/hover, or on smart terminals their actual
eye movement). These 5 types exist for every physical interaction as well, it’s just that we can’t datafy
them as easily in the physical world (although big
social mobile enterprises do).
So the first step is to define your perfect customer.
This won’t be a one-time event. Continuously
refinement using more complex variables will give
you better performance over time. Start with their
demographic information. It is perhaps the least
meaningful type of data (because it relies on
stereotypes) but it is what your organization will
relate to first: age, sex, race, culture, geography, or
income level, perhaps even height and weight
depending on what drives your sales. To this you
add every variable from the five types of data that
you think influenced this customer being perfect.
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To get yourself to think differently it can be helpful
to take a group of relatively top performing
customers and see what commonalities they share.
Look for unexpected or insignificant variable.
Datafying your perfect customer isn’t a science; it is
an art form.
Like-Kind Analysis: most marketers are familiar
with a like-kind analysis. It quite literally takes
input variables and finds other people that share
them. It is the analysis social platforms use for
advertising programs (when you select keywords or
demographics you are setting up the input
variables). Most companies use this same approach,
never taking the time to datafy their perfect
customer, and therefore the key-words or
demographics they chose are commonly used by
every company in their industry (this is what fuels
the ‘ad-word industry’, making more common
words more expensive to sponsor). As a result most
companies experience similar results.
Smarter companies compete on these common
words, but place greater emphasis on unexpected
commonalities they uncovered while analyzing
their perfect customers. This finer granularity enables them to identify smaller pockets of prospects
that can then be individually assessed and targeted
further with specific content further along in the
process. (In Big Social Mobile I explain in a case
study how SLR camera manufacturers are competing with smartphones by using ‘vacation’ as a key
variable.)
Pattern Analysis: perfect customers didn’t become
perfect on their own. Your company’s marketing
and sales process (both physical and digital aspects
of it) made them perfect. More specifically, the path
that your perfect customer followed is the same path
that will most effectively create new ones—as
quickly as possible, as often as possible. You need
only start them on this journey and prod them along
when they slow down or get distracted.

You will custom email messages (personalization
on steroids), website callouts and adverts, and
content served to them via any digital or physical
medium to point them directly at the next action
you want them to take. One foot in front of the other
and soon they will be… you get it.

You can also see the strength of the relationship and
the potential of the associated target market. Marketers use this relationship to uncover pockets of
consumers who will be easier targets—and more
easily molded to think the way you want them to.
This is the technique I call associative marketing.

Personalization is a very simple form of this approach. Sophisticated companies use every aspect
of their company and all of its resources (not just
marketing) to convince consumers to behave the
way they want them to. This is the driving force
behind the need to incorporate SMEs from other
areas of your organization into digital marketing.
Sometimes customer service is perfectly positioned
to prompt the next desired action; sometimes it
takes deeper content from operations, an engineer
or product designer to convince a prospect to take
that next step.

Chances are your company is using some of these
individual techniques or analysis right now. And
chances are you aren’t combining them the way
today’s best companies are. But doing so isn’t as
challenging as it seems. Start small. Identify the
perfect customer for one specific product, or one
specific application of your product. Then identify
a small groups of like consumers and compare the
interactions your company has had with them to the
interactions you had with that perfect customer. You
can do this in excel but I prefer to do it on a
whiteboard with people who are learning it for the
first time because it will then allow you to tie specific
pieces of marketing material—advertisements, web
pages, videos, social posts, etc.—directly to the
journey so that you can gauge their effectiveness and
revise them to be more effective at driving
consumers towards the next step (most marketing
pieces are designed for general purposes and lack
focus on a specific, actionable next step—you will
need to add that to them). From here you can take
an external view and see how you can leverage
individual aspects of the journey to connect with
other groups of consumers who share similar
interest, building content that will interest them and
start them on this new journey with your company.

Taxonomy Analysis: You can now identify who is
perfect and measure new consumers against that
perfect profile, and you can force consumers to
follow the perfect pattern that will generate high
value customers. But, you will feel you aren’t very
effective. This is because it is easier to convince
consumers with an immediate need that your
company can satisfy to become a perfect customer
than someone who has an interest, but no immediate
need. This is done using a taxonomy analysis.
A taxonomy classifies things into like categories
and shows the relationship between them. It is the
market facing version of a like-kind analysis, and
shows how groups think about topics and how they
related them to each another. It is created by measuring statistical distances, averages and deviations. Fortunately the complex math has already
been done by companies such as eContext
(www.econtext.com). Using their taxonomy you
can see the relationship between your product and
services, and general topics that range from competitive products, vendors, interests, activities or
even topical news stories.
5 Strictly Marketing Magazine September/October 2014

To view this process in action visit
www.bigsocialmobile.com/strictlymarketing. It will
be a good prep for the next edition where we’ll go
deeper into journey mapping and how it ties out to
both the physical and digital actions your
organization is taking so that you can identify and
use real triggers to alert you when a consumer is
vulnerable to your marketing manipulations.
David Giannetto is the Author of Big Social Mobile. Visit
his site at http://www.giannetto.com

MEDIA
SPOTLIGHT

Revenue Chat
Podcast: Revenue Chat
Website: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/tonydurso
Description: Tips, tricks and methods to generating revenue in good times and bad. What
are the best sales methods, smart business strategies and useful tips to growing a successful
business no matter the economy? What are great ways to make good income?—We ask
experts to give us the 411 and teach us how they did it!
How often is your show released?

Weekly.

What would you like a potential guest to submit to you? Bio, Headshot, Contact
Information, Website Link, 5-10 Sample questions and Topic Summary.
Where should someone submit this information for guest consideration?
support@tonydurso.com
Ever w onder w hat is in our media direct ory? Here is a great example of one of many Podcasts we
have listed. If you are looking for more media opportunities, for just $249 our Premium Membership gives
you access to various media outlets.
Sign up today at Strictly Women in Marketing, www.strictlywomeninmarketing.wildapricot.org
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5 Tips for Starting a Google Adwords Campaign

I

was talking to the director of marketing at
Javlin Capital, an Omaha based financial firm,
and discussing the journey a buyer goes on when
making a decision. On our big whiteboard of
ideas, it wasn’t a surprise to see search engines
listed. Actually, it wasn’t a surprise to see Google
listed. (Who says search engine these days?) With
Google making up at least 65% of total search
volume as of late 2015, there’s a good chance that
your buyer is going to use it at some point in the
search process, and that’s why you should
consider, or probably are considering, using
Google Adwords to promote your products and
services.

As a long time Adwords user and past Google
Partner, I have some hard-won advice for you as
you incorporate Adwords into your marketing
mix. Five ideas that will keep you within budget
and shorten the amount of time it takes to start
producing results from the channel, because once
you tap into the massive flood of Google users, if
you’re not careful, your budget could be gone and
you’ll have nothing to show for it.
Before you start a campaign, finish it on paper.
What I mean by that is that before you start
spending money on the channel, you need to know
how your company can tell if the campaign is a
success. Do you need leads? Do you need calls?
Do you need online traffic that leads to online
signups? You need to have an idea of what success
looks like before you chase it. A big part of that
chase is going to be tracking. If you have an idea
of where you want to be in the future, start with
where you are today. I have firms that track phone
calls, new CRM entries, online signup sheets, or
price quotes. For those of you that are new to the
channel, keep tracking simple. A rough idea of
how it’s working is better than no idea, to start.
10
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Plan for three budget phases. Any good
management team wants a static budget that
produces leads immediately, but real life insists
that your budget will go through three phases:
Experimenting, scaling, and optimizing for ROI.
In the experimenting phase, you’re going to invest
80% of the budget into finding search phrases that
work. Small controlled experiments. Once you
have phrases that seem promising, you’re going to
scale the experiment to see where it breaks.
Most phrases break either when you discover the
initial win was a one-time victory, or it breaks
when the volume of that phrase doesn’t meet
planned objectives. Once you have phrases that
work, you’ll optimize the budget. Here’s a hint on
how to set a budget. Start by finishing this
sentence, “if you walked up to me with a qualified
lead, I’d pay X.” For example, “. . .I’d pay $100,
and I need 10 new leads a week so I’m going to
budget $1000 a week to start.” That budget number
will go through the three phases, experimenting,
scaling, and optimizing.

Stick to the Google Search to start. When you are
setting up campaigns in Google, you will be
encouraged to expand your ad’s reach by selecting
Search Network with Display or Search Network
only. When you’re experimenting, start with the
Search Network only, but go a step further and
uncheck the Include search partners option. This is
important in the early stages of your campaigns
because new campaigns have a learning curve and
you need all the data you can gather when you sit
back and evaluate what’s happening. To get the
most data, I suggest using Google Analytics in
addition to the Google Adwords reporting tools for
these evaluations. Once you get the phone to ring
a few times, it helps to know which half of your
spend is responsible for driving the activity.
Clamp down on the match logic. It’s almost impossible to guess the exact syntax a potential customer is going to be searching for. The searches
could be early in the decision process like “how do
you fix a squeak by front brakes,” to middle of the
decision process like “average cost to replace
brakes,” to the very end of the process like “best
brake shop near Glenview Oakland area.” If
you’re bidding on the word “brakes” you will end
up paying for a lot of searches and clicks you don’t
want. Google helps you by providing match logic
that ranges from Broad, to Phrase, to Exact. I suggest starting with Exact matches on your phrases
until you get an idea of the cost per click and the
results from your campaigns. From there, once
you find some phrases that work, move out to
Phrase matching which will generate more
matched searches, and then Broad matching,
which will generate the most searches, and the
highest spend.

fit, and now they’ve clicked. You’ve done a great
job qualifying them, now send them to a page that
makes sense.
If I’m searching for “average cost to replace brakes”
and your ad promised a “one stop shop for brakes,”
don’t send me to the home page unless it has a giant
“AVERAGE COST FOR BRAKES BY VEHICLE” or
similar promise on it. Even if the ad didn’t mention
prices, I am looking for a ballpark estimate. Don’t
let me down. Your clicks will tell you the phrase
they searched for and the ad they clicked on. Take
a minute to trace their path and make sure the page
they land on is relevant.
As you’d expect, you’ll need more than just these
ideas to make your Adwords campaigns rock and
roll, but if you can incorporate the five concepts I’ve
mentioned, you’ll save hours and dollars to start.
Your buyers are using Google daily. It makes sense
for you to invest in learning how to put Adwords
into your company’s marketing mix. If you finish
your campaign on paper before you start, if you
understand the three phases of budget, if you
reduce the number of spots your ads show, if you
narrow the terms your ads show on and if you keep
the buyer on a relevant journey, you are giving your
company a fighting chance at driving cost effective
leads and sales.

Greg Chambers is El Presidente of Chambers Pivot
Industries, which helps entrepreneurial companies create
sales-and-marketing practices they can get excited about
and are a perfect fit for their cultures. Visit their site at
http://www.chamberspivot.com

Be relevant to your buyer. This last idea focuses
on what happens once the prospect clicks on your
search ad. Up to this point, you’ve set a goal,
you’ve set a budget, you’ve selected phrases that
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Case Study: How One Product Could Market to Green
and Non-green Audiences

T

oo many makers of green products focus only
on green customers. But that’s leaving a lot of
business on the table. Most green products and
services can be successfully marketed to both green
and non-green markets.

Even market niches that are created by green
thinking—products or services that would not exist
without the green consumer—can also find appeal
outside the green world. Remember the five
questions we suggested in Chapter 4 in developing
your new product? Let’s put that into practice with
a real product: Why Flush?—an all-natural enzyme
compound that reduces the odor and stain of urine,
allowing it to remain in the bowl with no ill effects.
Because the toilet is flushed far less often, the
primary benefit is saving water.
Problem/Desire: Thousands of gallons of water per
household are wasted flushing small amounts of
urine. An entrepreneur would like to help people
save this water.
Possible Solutions:
There are several possible ways to fix this, such as
composting toilets, graywater recycling (so that the
water for flushing has already been used once, in a
sink, dishwasher, shower, bath, or washing
machine), and European-style two-way toilet
switches that allow you to select a large flow for
solids or a smaller flow for liquids. But this particular
entrepreneur chose a different route.
Advantages:
Most of the other solutions involve extensive
hardware modifications, and that’s expensive. Why
Flush?, by comparison, is cheap to buy and easy to
implement (a couple of squirts on a standard handoperated spray pump such as you’d use for window
cleaner).
12
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Possible Markets:
Green consumers who care about saving water are an
obvious market—and because of its low price and
intuitive use, the product appeals not only to
homeowners but also to renters. But there are several
other markets, too.
Large consumers of water have economic reasons to
save. Think about how much water is consumed in
the bathrooms of sports stadiums, concert halls,
schools, transportation terminals, and so forth.
However, to reach this market, there would have to
be a way to control the flush schedule and add the
product remotely, which might be difficult in most
circumstances (other than public urinals, some of
which already use a timer instead of individual flush
handles). So this would be a back-burner market, to
pursue later once the technology catches up or the
social expectations around flushing have shifted
enough to create a space in the market within the
society as a whole.
There are at least two other huge markets that are
much easier to approach: First, homeowners who live
with septic systems and private water supplies (their
own or a neighborhood well). Unlike the owners of
large public bathrooms, this group has no
technological or sociological challenges in
implementing Why Flush? and has a strong economic
interest in conserving water. These homeowners
extend their infrastructure’s lifespan while decreasing
the number (and thus the cost) of septic tank
pumpouts.

The second large market consists of people who live
in places that face drought frequently, and where the
culture has shifted in favor of flushing less—as it has
in many parts of California, for example. Those folks
are already letting the yellow stuff sit, and they would
welcome such a simple solution to the problem of
odors and stains.
Getting the Sale:
Target your appeals to each of these audiences. For
green homeowners and tenants, saving water is
enough of a reason. For the industrial bathroom
owners as well as the well and septic crowd, a purely
economic argument will work better. And for those
already not flushing because of drought, an appeal
based on a clean, germ-free house and a toilet that is
once again easy to clean should close the sale.
These four different markets are going to congregate
in different places—and be attracted to different
message points.
To reach green consumers, exhibit at green festivals,
demo products in stores, do radio interviews,
advertise
in
demographically
appropriate
publications and radio shows, seek out product
reviews in green publications and websites.
Articles in trade magazines and targeted direct mail
would effectively reach the industrial users. To reach
homeowners with septic systems, rent customer lists
from septic pumpout companies, and seek out print
media interviews. And reach people in droughtcentric cultures through mass-market media.
Green/social change business profitability expert Shel Horowitz, “The
Transformpreneur�ᵐ�” shows you how profit by greening your business,
turning hunger and poverty into sufficiency, war into peace, and
catastrophic climate change into planetary balance, and marketing these
commitments. Adapted with permission from Shel’s 10th book,
Guerrilla Marketing to Heal the World (with Jay Conrad Levinson;
Morgan James Publishing, 2016).
http://goingbeyondsustainability.com/guerrilla-marketing-to-heal-theworld/ To discuss your next project with him or schedule a no-charge
15-minute strategy session: http://www.greenandprofitable.com
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Networking Made Easy

A

s a business development specialist, I’m
constantly placing myself in situations where
I’m going to meet people, network and with a little
effort, create opportunities. It may surprise you but
for me personally, being charming and showing
interest in others doesn’t come naturally.
So, I’ve developed techniques to make meeting
people and networking easier.
It’s important to understand the basics. First you
need to meet people. Accept the fact that you will
attend numerous events, meet lots of people and
never see a payoff and you’ll sleep a lot easier.
Second, you need to build relationships.
Relationships take time to create and months, even
years to develop. A solid relationship is precious
and the greatest benefit that can come from
networking. Here are some tips for effective
networking and building lasting business
relationships.
Fear of Rejection - One of the greatest fears of
networking is being rebuffed by a fellow attendee.
Honestly, that won’t happen, the other person feels
the same as you and is looking for someone to
engage in conversation. Just introduce yourself.
Buddy System - The buddy system exists for
hazardous situations, which is how many feel about
“networking.” Networking is a chore but if you do
it with a friend, it’s so much easier. Even for a
seasoned networker.
Ask Questions - When networking, I never run out
of things to talk about because I know people like
to talk about themselves. Ask questions about work,
about the biggest challenges they face, personal
questions, just ask. You’ll be surprised at how easy
it is. This exchange will prove helpful for you
during follow up correspondence.

Be Open - Once there are more than two people
engaged in conversation it’s easy to stand in a
closed off circle, but don’t do it. Leave an opening
for someone else to join your group. When you see
that person standing alone, extend a hand and
invite them to join. That simple act is appreciated
and will position you as the group leader.
Tools of the Trade - While I shouldn’t have to
mention business cards, eventually you’ll find
yourself without any. Check your stash before you
leave for the event. Keep a few spares tucked in
your wallet or purse and in your car. Equally as
important and just as easy to forget is a pen. After
you meet someone, take a moment to make some
notes. Father of twins… she ran track in college…
tall with glasses… looking for a Spanish- language
copywriter. I use my notes to help me recognize the
person the next time or to provide a solution to their
problem. Either of these will leave a memorable
impression as you build a relationship.
Your Phone is a Tool - Before meeting someone
new, download a photo of them from LinkedIn or
Facebook. It makes finding them so much easier.
Note: while this technique is highly effective, once
I pull out my phone it has forced me into several
discussions explaining that I’m not a stalker. Really.
I’m just doing my job!
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Learn About Attendees - You know who you want
to meet, so take a few minutes to do a bit of research
-- you can learn their interests, what schools they
attended, organizations they support, maybe even
a hobby. So when you get in conversation, bring up
one of these insights to help make you more
memorable. But be careful not to go too far: stalker
alert.
The Strategic Hit - How many times have you
arrived at an event and it’s the last place you want
to be? It doesn’t matter how long you’ll be there,
you can’t shake the feeling of wanting to be
elsewhere, but it’s your job. On those occasions, I
identify the two or three people that are important
for me to meet. If you’re interested in meeting a
speaker or the host, do it before the speeches begin.
Meet them and get out. With luck, you can be out
the door in 20 minutes (just don’t let them see you
ducking out early).
Review the Guest List - - If you’ve developed the
right relationships, you can sometimes get the
attendee list before the event. This will allow you
to plan who to meet and ask for an introduction
from a respected source. If you can’t get a sneak
peek, take a look at the nametags on the check-in
table.
Relationship Building - You’ve met the person,
their contact information is in hand. It’s time to
move from just another contact to a trusted
relationship. Become a resource. Send relevant
articles. Check in just to say hello. Use what you
learned about them and ask about their family or
talk about their favorite team. Become someone
they want to do business with.
If you try these simple tips, networking will become
so much easier for you and you’ll look forward to
it. Remember, you are not in a competition to collect
business cards, you are there to build relationships.
ALEX PEREZ, President, Phelps Total Market
http://www.phelpsagency.com
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Hitting snooze on that summer vacation
button? Here’s why you shouldn’t.

A

bout this time of year, I think it’s important to
talk about why business owners aren’t getting
out of the office and what steps to take to get your
business vacation-ready. It’s also not just about
discussing how to get out of the office but why it’s
so important to take time away from your business.

We all know that times are tough. Business owners
are cautious, facing an uncertain political landscape,
the upcoming elections and how the rising
minimum wages around the country will affect their
business.
On the flip side, as people see their business pick up
and things get busier as orders come in or new
clients come on, it’s easy to say that you want to be
on site and involved in the day to day activities to
make sure that everything is running smoothly.
Whatever the case, it can be hard to justify leaving
your business for a vacation. Here are a few reasons
why you need to put the excuses aside and stop
hitting the snooze button on your summer vacation.
Show your staff you trust them. Every business
owner should have a day-to-day structure in place
at their office lead by team members that they trust.
Not ever getting out of the office shows your
managers and team leaders that you don’t trust in
their ability to keep the operation running smoothly
without you. If this is actually the case, then you
have bigger issues on your hands than making time
for a vacation.
Test your contingency plan. That’s right, every
business owner has a plan in place for their staff in
case of an emergency. If you’ve never used it before
or haven’t in a while, this is the perfect reason to
dust it off, update it and make sure the staff is
prepared to handle any disruptions or problems in

your absence with minimal interruption of your
vacation.
Taking a step back can clear your perspective. It’s
easy to get stuck on a problem and miss a simple,
obvious solution. Sometimes being in the office day
after day and week after week can cloud your
perspective on changes that need to be made,
policies that need to be scrapped or partnerships
that need to be forged. Taking a step back and
recalibrating your business mindset can often lead
to a more productive return to work.
Refocus your work/life balance. It can be easy to
push off a vacation or quality time with your family.
But life will always be busy, your business will
always need you and there is never a perfect time
to just get away. So make the decision to take a few
days to focus on your family and reconnect with
what’s really important- the people that you love.
Show your staff that it’s ok to take time away.
Leadership starts at the top, and if management isn’t
taking vacation then it sends a negative signal to
your staff about them taking any time they have
accrued. Americans work longer hours than most
of the world and we take less vacation. Actions
speak louder than words – set an example for your
staff by taking a few days away.
Strictly Marketing Magazine May/June 2016
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I’m not saying to drop what you’re doing and just
leave the office. Work with your managers to find a
time that your absence will be minimally missed and
depending on where you’re going make sure you
have channels of communication in place so that you
can be contacted if necessary.
Whether it’s a few days at Hershey Park or 5 days at
sea, it’s ok to take a few days away. Your staff and
your clients will understand and your family will
appreciate the time spent with them. In fact, when
you come back refreshed and energized, your staff
will thank you for it!

Small business and
Entrepreneur
Advocate, Expert and
Author Robert Basso
is founder and
president of the New
York region’s largest
independent payroll
processing firm,
Advantage Payroll
Services and a
regularly sought out
small business guest
speaker, mentor and
media expert.
With over 2,500 clients, Rob has his finger on the pulse
of small business and has gained a wealth of knowledge
which he actively shares. His mission is to assist
struggling small business owners with growing their
companies, creating jobs and rebuilding the American
economy.
For more information about Rob and Advantage Payroll
Services, visit http://www.RobBasso.com
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What is really happening in Influencer Marketing

T

he sun was shining brightly, as it usually does
in Colorado, and the air was crisp with the chill
of the winter night giving way to the day ahead. A
new dawn in many respects. The energy was kinetic
as the first people started to arrive and anticipation
evolved into action. What started as a lot of hesitant
introductions quickly became a relaxed
collaborative environment. Such was the scene at
TapInfluence’s State of Influence user conference in
February at our headquarters in Boulder, Colo. The
event brought together top brand marketers and
agency leadership and the influencers with whom
they work so often to discuss trends and best
practices in influencer marketing.

It was a day that was filled with insights and
revelations - not only on the current state of influencer marketing, but for where it’s headed. The
event was one of the first times influencers and
marketers have sat down together to talk about this
new emerging channel and share their experiences
and expectations from each side of the equation.
A brief look back at marketing’s history highlights
that we’re at an amazing evolutionary point; consumers crafting brand messaging collaboratively
with brands for the first time. So how did we get
here exactly?
Influencers are, after all, consumers. The beginnings of influencer marketing can be traced back to
the emergence of Web 2.0 and the rise of user generated content - when bloggers started sharing their
thoughts on topics about which they were passionate. They developed a voice and subject matter
expertise that built a loyal audience. What really
brought influencer marketing to the next level,
though, was the critical mass of social media. Over
the past ten years, as the networks have grown,

consumers have moved a majority of their conversation to these platforms. It’s how we as a culture
now research, share and communicate. With one
third of online time spent on social platforms, influencer marketing has become the most effective way
to reach consumers natively.
On that February day in Boulder, a key topic discussed by marketers and influencers alike was
automation. What was - even just a couple years
ago - a manual, time-consuming practice that was
typically outsourced, has become automated and
measurable. This advancement enables marketers
to build more predictable revenue and efficiently
scale their efforts.
Three influencer marketing trends also emerged
for the coming year: video in general, Instagram
specifically and overall measurement capabilities.
Video is an engaging and compelling medium to
deliver content, and each year it gains steam. It’s
more personal and engaging than copy alone.
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Reading a review is helpful, but a review with an
accompanying video provides deeper insight. Video is also more digestible content in a time of short
attention spans. If it’s compelling, it leads to engagement with longer form content.
But why is 2016 the year of video from the influencer marketing perspective? The answer is mobile.
According to comScore, mobile video adoption is
led by Facebook and YouTube. As mobile continues to grow in share of online time spent, the ability
to create, share and consume video content on any
social platform is fueling the adoption by companies looking to make an impact with consumers.
Instagram is also a hot topic in influencer circles.
As one of the newer social platforms, it has also
been one of the fastest growing. Consumers decide
what “the next big thing” will be when it comes to
social platforms and marketers must be nimble in
order to move with consumers and engage them
meaningfully.
Instagram is now larger than Twitter and Pinterest,
and is expected to outpace both in growth over the
next few years. It is a mobile first app (are you
seeing a trend emerge...mobile, social, visual content?) that fits the lifestyle of Millennials. Instagram’s parent company, Facebook, anticipates in
the next year that it will generate 20% of their
overall ad revenue. As a network that encourages
authenticity and creativity, Instagram is a no-brainer for brands working with influencers.
The final trend is exciting for both influencers and
marketers, and without it, everything else we covered here is nice but not game-changing. Influencer marketing is a new channel and with any new
option, there is a need for numbers to support it.
Old ad metrics were based on reach, the number of
people your ad “could” be exposed to. Marketers
paid for that number regardless and could never be
20
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sure how many people actually saw their ad. Today, that has changed and not all for the better.
Search “AdBlock” to see how consumers feel about
the current state of digital advertising.
Influencer content is different from advertising in
how it’s delivered. First, it does not come directly
from a brand, and second, it’s built around consumers’ needs. In essence, it’s credible - assuming
the influencers are able to provide the content in
their own voice and style.
Bringing brands, agencies and influencers together
builds an understanding of how to best work together as all sides impact the path and future of
influencer marketing. As noted above, brands
have never worked with consumers this intimately
before and consumers have never had such access
to brands. When there’s an open dialog and each
side gains a deeper appreciation of the other’s role,
influencer marketing becomes a more effective
channel for marketers who are who want to be
relevant to an empowered consumer base.

Todd Cameron, TapInfluence is a leader and innovator
in influencer marketing automation, providing brands
and agencies with the technology to harness the reach
and relevance of online influencers.
To get a copy of TapInfulence interactive e-Book on
influencer marketing visit the website link below.
http://tapinfluence.ceros.com/influencer-marketing/p/1

Top 6 Mistakes Job Seekers Make When Networking

E

veryone knows the adage “It’s not what you
know, but who you know.” Despite this, most
people still seem reluctant to use networking as a
strategy for building relationships, identifying
customers, or finding jobs. When people think about
networking, it often generates feelings of dread. At
the very least, many people view networking as an
unpleasant activity. Western culture encourages
people to be independent, so networking can feel
too much like asking for a handout. However,
networking doesn’t have to be awkward or painful
if you do know how to do it. So, if you find yourself
preferring to go to the dentist instead of making a
new contact, then you are probably doing it wrong.
The following are some mistakes to avoid when
networking:

Appearing unfocused: It is important to have a
clear purpose when approaching potential contacts.
What information are you seeking? Are you looking for advice, information, or actual job leads?
When you are asked the question, “What are you
looking for?” Do you know what to say? Most
people are willing to share information, but they
can become disinterested if you do not know what
you want.
Waiting until you need something: The best time
to start networking is when you are not yet job
searching. Asking people for information and advice feels more comfortable than asking outright for
a job. Networking is also about building relationships, so connecting with people and sharing information when you don’t need something creates a
solid foundation. Then when you do find yourself
needing to step up your job search, you can go back
to your established network and let them know
what you need.

Hiding behind technology: While the Internet can
help you identify contacts, and social media and
email can provide convenient ways to communicate, technology should not take the place of faceto-face interactions. Having hundreds of LinkedIn
connections means nothing if you do not take the
time to reach out and ask for conversations. Scheduling phone or Skype conversations and meeting
for coffee or lunch provide opportunities for meaningful dialogue that technology is not able to replicate.
Presenting an unprofessional image: Your image
matters even when you are not interviewing for a
job. Posting unprofessional images on social media, or using inappropriate email addresses and
phone greetings, give the impression that you are
not ready for the professional world of work.
Another turn-off is not dressing appropriately at
conferences, business meetings and other networking events. Even a happy hour social gathering
provides the opportunity to make a valuable connection, so consider what your appearance conveys
about you. Another mistake is to not express gratitude for any information or assistance that is provided to you. Thanks can be expressed through a
follow-up call or email letting them know what you
did and how things turned out for you.
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Your encounter will be made even more memorable by creating and carrying your own personal
“business” cards that have your contact information on one side and a summary of your attributes
on the back side.

Arriving late to events: Going to a networking
event or social happy hour can be intimidating
when you are not familiar with the program, organization, or participants. Nothing feels worse than
walking into a crowded room of people who have
already grouped together and are engaged in animated conversations. To make things more comfortable, arrive to your event a few minutes early,
so that you can approach newcomers and help get
the conversations started. If you decide to arrive
with a colleague, make sure you don’t clump together and appear unapproachable to others. Divide and conquer so that you each meet new
people, and then reconnect by introducing each
other to the new contacts you just made.
Overlooking chance encounters: Many people
miss out on the chance encounters that happen in
our daily lives. Shopping at the grocery store,
waiting for a car repair, or watching your kid’s
soccer game, all provide opportunities for conversations (including networking) to take place. Be
prepared to explain briefly what you do and what
you are looking for but don’t dominate the conversation. Networking is a two-way street, so learn
about your contact by listening and asking followup questions. You never know when your paths
may cross again or when you have a reason to reach
out.
22
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So why is networking so important? According to
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 70% of jobs are
filled by networking. The Wall Street Journal also
indicates that 80% of job openings are unadvertised, and 90% are filled by employee referrals.
Since networking is important for gathering information and contributing to others, be sure to avoid
these common mistakes so that you can build and
maintain relationships that will help you throughout your lifetime.
Tonya Osmond, University of Richmond Career Advisor
http://careerservices.richmond.edu/about/tosmond/

Rise of the
Marketing Operations Function

O

n March 21-23, 2016, I had the pleasure of
attending the MarTech Conference, a unique
event focused on the role of marketing technologies
in re-shaping the entire marketing function.
According to the founder of MarTech, Scott Brinker,
there are now over 3,500 marketing technologies
available to marketing. The marketing operations
(MO) function has exploded onto the scene because
of fast changing technology, the need for a more
transparent, efficient and accountable view of
marketing and big time pressure from the C-suite
for marketing to contribute to the bottom line. My
first exposure to a marketing operations group was
in 2008 and I thought it was so cool that marketing
had its own group to help manage technology and
improve effectiveness. Since then, the role and
function of MO has drastically changed and is one
of the fastest growing areas in marketing.
This article will delve into and describe:
·
•
•
•
•

What is Driving the Rise of the Marketing
Operations Function?
What is Marketing Operations?
What is a Unicorn?
What is a Marketing Operations Maturity
Model?
5 Key Take Aways

As I reflect on the market forces empowering the rise
of the marketing operations function, I see three
critical contributors. The first is the enormous
amount of pressure CMOs are experiencing to
produce ROI from marketing investments, especially
in terms of revenue and profit. The CMO Report
(2016) reported that over 70% of CMOs are feeling
this pressure from their senior management teams
and/or boards, yet less than a third actually report
any financial metrics.

The second driving force is the customer is now in
control – Forrester calls this the Age of the Customer
– I call it the Age of the Digital Customer. We live
in a digital world where most anything a customer
or a prospect wants to know is one or two clicks
away online. According to the Customer Executive
Board, our prospects and customers are up to 70%
through their buying journey before we even have
a clue of their interest.
The third driving force is the extraordinary growth
in the number of technologies now available to
marketers. In March 2016, Scott Brinker at the
MarTech conference unveiled his latest MarTech
count – over 3,500 technologies. Marketing is buying
this technology at a pretty good clip. Gartner
estimates that by 2017 the CMO will have a larger
IT spend than the CTO.
Taken together, this holy grail of influences - CMO
accountability, Age of the Digital Customer and the
number and spend on marketing technologies create the foundation for the dynamic growth of a
new function in marketing – marketing operations.
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Mitch Diamond, director of sales and marketing
operations at McKesson summed up the role of
marketing operations as:

What is Marketing Operations?
In 2015, I interviewed ten marketing operation
leaders to understand what was happening with
this new function. Of all the definitions, I really like
this one from Danny Eisner, head of marketing
operations at MediaMath:
“Marketing Operations is really managing the
systems, data, and processes to make a scalable
revenue machine as efficient as possible. Working
with sales operations, and of course, sales,
together we are the revenue machine for the
company.”
More specifically, marketing operations:
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
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Is a unique function that most typically reports into marketing, not IT
Works as a technology group focused on
use, optimization, integration, awareness,
and recommendations
Partners closely with sales operations
Focuses on data management including data
hygiene, use, optimization, and insights
Provides
key
metrics,
reports,
analytics/insights, and funnel
Improves processes and helps institute best
practices, segmentation and campaign effectiveness
Executes, tests, QAs and improves campaign execution and performance
Strictly Marketing Magazine May/June 2016

“There are three key components of MO at
McKesson that we manage.
The first is the
technology infrastructure to enable marketing
functions. This includes the marketing automation
system, the database and the database strategy. We
also manage CRM. The second key component we
manage is the analytics and metrics processes for
the department, and this is really critical so we can
benchmark our performance and can continuously
improve. The third key component is managing
and optimizing key processes such as campaign
execution, lead management and budget tracking.”
What is a Unicorn?
What is a Unicorn and what in the heck does it have
to do with this discussion? Everything! We know
from fairy tales and folklore that a Unicorn is a
mystical creature that is rarely, if ever, seen. In the
world of marketing operations, a Unicorn is that
individual who understands technology, business,
and marketing. Having Unicorns on your team
ensures you have a real marketing operations
function, not an IT group that works with marketing
technologies.
According to Scott Brinker, a Unicorn (also called a
marketing technologist) is
“someone who has a hybrid between business and
technology, a strong background in engineering
and IT, is an early adopter of technology, but
someone who also understands the pragmatic
realities of scaling technology. But most
importantly, someone who brings those skills and
combines them with a deep love and passion for
the marketing mix. This is a technologist that
reports to the CMO, not the CIO.”

What is a Marketing Operations Maturity Model?
Marketing operations as an organization is still in
its infancy. As such, it is characterized by many
variations and a set of best practices that are still
forming. Looking at marketing operations as an
organizational capability is key to its full adoption
by an organization. I define an organizational
capability as the skills, processes, tools, and
technologies used by people in an organization to
drive meaningful business results. A capability is
developed over time through training, education,
process optimization, applied expertise, experience
and demonstrated results in a particular discipline
of Revenue Marketing™. The priority of which
discipline and therefore which competencies and
capabilities that should be developed depend on
which is most valuable to develop in-house vs what
can be purchased or outsourced. At this time, I am
seeing aspects of marketing operations being
outsourced due to lack of skills in-house, but there
is a tremendous appetite to take this all in-house
because it is so key to marketing’s revenue success.
Based on my research into the market working with
clients and other companies I know, I have created
a 4-stage Marketing Operations Maturity Model.
As you review the model, think about where you
are and where you need to be.
The four types of MO groups (MOG) are Efficient,
Effective, Hub and Strategic.
Stage 1: Efficient MOG. Focuses on the use
and integration of current technologies along
with data hygiene. This type of MOG is also
an execution arm for campaigns and is all about
the tools and getting them into place.

Stage 2: Effective MOG. Focuses on using best
practices and key processes to improve overall
marketing operations effectiveness. This type
of MOG is also focused on data, metrics and
reporting. At this stage of maturity, the MOG
optimizes all key processes. Unicorns live here.
Stage 3: HUB MOG. Acts as the nucleus for
disparate groups including all parts of
marketing (including field, product, etc.), sales,
the customer, IT and finance. This type of MOG
provides insights and consulting that help guide
and improve business results. Unicorns live
here.
Stage 4: Strategic MOG. Includes a much
broader set of functions such as voice of the
customer, demand generation/demand center
elements and has Revenue Marketing type of
accountability. This type of MOG gives the
CMO a seat and a voice at the table. Unicorns
rule here.

As Principal Partner & Chief Strategy Officer of The
Pedowitz
Group,
Debbie
develops and manages global
client relationships and leads the
firm’s
thought
leadership
initiatives. She coined the term
“Revenue Marketer” in 2011
and she has been helping B2B
companies grow revenue by
applying strategy, technology
and process for over 30 years.
www.pedowitzgroup.com
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Geolocation, Keywords and Engagement are SocialCentiv's Killer
Combo for Twitter Lead Generation

I

n an age of built-in ad blockers on smartphones
and cord cutting among TV viewers, marketers
can't be blamed for their increasing frustration at
trying to get their (or their client's) message out.
Where technology takes away with one hand, it
gives with the other in the form of SocialCentiv's
ability to use both geolocation and keywords on
Twitter for lead generation.
Being able to reach potential customers who are both
nearby and in the right frame of mind to be most
receptive to an advertiser's message has always been
a difficult achievement. Placing ads in magazines
and newspapers can be done based on location and
rough demographics, but a reader is most likely to
see it while idly flipping pages, not while shopping.
Radio and television spots have the benefit of being
able to time when they air-but that's no guarantee
they are going to be heard or seen. Caller ID and the
Federal Trade Commission's do-not-call list have
effectively killed telemarketing. Finally, as
mentioned above, even the Internet has become a
trickier medium for marketers to navigate. With an
average click-through rate (CTR) of 2 percent for
Google AdWords (even less for other avenues), it's
not very cost effective.
The most promise is held by social media. Facebook
provides a richness of demographic information
never before available, albeit hidden behind privacy
walls. Pinterest and Instagram are essentially
lookbooks for the human condition. Snapchat, with
100 million users and 400 million snaps per day, is
the world's fastest growing network, along with
having the youngest users.
Then there's Twitter.
Restricted to just 140
characters, people use Twitter more than any other
social media platform to express their sentiments
and desires in real time-a direct marketer's dream.
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Among those, the phrases "I want" and "I need" are
among the most common. Together, the result is
intent-based marketing, an approach being practiced
by SocialCentiv, a company that has been producing
remarkable results for its clients, such as an average
of 34 percent CTR. The five factors central to
SocialCentiv's success are keyword searching,
geolocation, context, speed and engagement.
Every marketer today knows the importance of
keywords, and doing a search for them is as easy as
typing "#pie," but SocialCentiv's keywords are more
conversational than the obvious ones (e.g., "sirloin"
and "grill") because its proprietary software uses
Twitter's own feeds as a source and Twitter is
nothing but conversations. So instead of looking for
"surf and turf," it's looking for "I'm hungry," "I'm
craving" and "I don't want to cook tonight."
As valuable as keywords are in direct response on
Twitter, there is no magic formula for choosing the
best. Finding the right keywords takes a little
imagination, a bunch of research and testing after
that. At SocialCentiv, we always partner with our
clients on keyword development, combining their
industry knowledge with our marketing skill-a mix
of science and art.
Discerning a tweeter's location is the next challenge.
All accounts have a space for users to enter their
location, but that means visiting each profile page.
Twitter also has its own advanced search engine:
https://twitter.com/search-advanced.

Here you'll find fields for not just location but also
date ranges and even rough emotional sentiment.
However, this all takes time and the key to
successful intent-based marketing is touching
consumers as fast as possible after they've
expressed a desire to buy. That's where
SocialCentiv's patented and proprietary algorithms
come into play.
All of this spells opportunity, provided the
marketer knows the context. For example, there is
a world of difference between someone tweeting
"That was a sick steak!" and "That steak made me
sick!" Automation and algorithms can only do so
much, and at some point, a human is needed to
oversee the process. Is the person who tweeted
talking about going out for dinner, or is she cooking
at home? Is he looking for a vegan alternative, or is
he railing about the cost of beef? For the good
salesperson, just about every context provides an
opportunity for a sale provided the approach is
right.
Speed is the fourth crucial factor. Once a marketer
has, in fact, determined a tweet is a genuine
expression of desire (i.e., "want" or "need"), that
potential customer needs to be engaged within
minutes and with a call to action that makes sense,
such as a coupon, BOGO (buy one, get one) or free
appetizer. If you wait too long, the original poster
may have already made a decision about dinner,
changed his mind in favor of fried chicken, or
maybe even have turned off the phone. (Hey,
stranger things have happened.)
Put all of this together and the engagement results
can be astounding. Generally speaking, when it
comes to online display advertising, the normal
CTR is 0.06 percent. At SocialCentiv, where we eat,
breathe and live intent-based marketing, our
average response rate is 34 percent.

Since we work on a performance-based pricing
model (aka price per click), it means our clients see
an equally high return on their ad-dollar
investment. Plus, we offer managed services and
stellar reporting that frees up the CMO's time.
While marketers must put in some work to learn
how to use keywords and geolocation effectively
on Twitter, the results can be worth it. No other
marketing tool provides the same insight into what
consumers want, and when they want it, than
Twitter.
Your customers are on Twitter, expressing their
wants and needs. If you aren't engaging them on
that platform, you're leaving a lot of money on the
table. As we like to say, SocialCentiv is generating
ROI 140 characters at a time.

Bernard Perrine is co-founder and CEO of SocialCentiv,
an intent-based Twitter marketing firm that drives an
average of 34 percent click-through rates for its clients
in a variety of sectors, including restaurants, events,
food and beverage, and online retailers. For more
information, visit http://socialcentiv.com
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MENTION THIS AD FOR A WAIVED APPLICATION FEE!*

Classic touches.
Modern conveniences.
Designed with the busy professional in
mind, our community features amenities
to help you relax and enjoy the unique
lifestyle you desire. Make your move to
Beach House today.

(904) 247-0122
Lifestyle Advantages

Visit Us Online Today!
www.BeachHouseJax.com

One, Two & Three-Bedroom Apartment
Homes
• Resort-Style Pool With Lounge & Cabanas
• Professional Cardio & Strength Training
Fitness Club
• Full-Size Washer & Dryer In All Homes
• Wi-Fi Access In Common Areas
• Direct Access To Wingate Park, Paws Dog
Park & Cradle Creek Preserve
• We Love Pets!*
•

Starting In The $900’s*
BROADSTONE LIVING. MAKE YOUR MOVE.
1300 Shetter Avenue, Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
*Restrictions Apply. See Sales Associates For Details.

